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observed b Janced genetic polymorplusms in man
Known freauenc\ distributions suggest that there
is some relationsh p between the environment and
the incidence of for example the blood group
genes Both the variability and also the geo
graphical gradients for the A and B genes are
consistent with the hypothesis that these genes
are influenced by environmental selection and it
seems unlikely that such a phenomenal relation
ship in confined to the ABO system Human
populations or races are defined m terms of traito
only some of which have here been indicated
which are brought into being and maintained
primarily by natural selection—by the incidence
of disease blood group incompatibilities diseases
of the new born ind by differential fertility
THE STUDY OF SOCIAL ANTHROPOLOGY
What the Subject is About
Social anthropology is concerned with the wav
men live as members of ordered societies It has
been described is a branch of sociology or as the
sociology of the simpler peoples Neither descnp
tion is wholly correct A social anthropologist
seels to identify the structure of the society he
studies and the procei es of social interaction
within it His method is direct contact—what
has been called participant observation
Therefore he must deal with a unit small enough
to be manageable with this technique Nation
states such as sociologists commonly -work among
are too huge Most social anthropologists have
done their work in what we call small scale
societies that is peoples who lacked such media
of communication as writing or money let alone
mechanical means of transport until these were
brought to them from Europe A social anthro
pologist may choose to work in some section of a
society that possesses those teehnmues—in the
ancient countries of the East or in Europe or
Amenca In that ease he confines himself to a
microcosm such as a village or a factory When
he is writing of societies alien to his own and that
of most of his readers he is obliged to describe
their culture as well as their social relationships
since without such a description his readers would
not be able to picture or even understand the
social rules that are his main subject of study
this would be superfluous for a sociologist taking
modern machine society for granted Culture has
been called the raw material out of which the
anthropologist makes his analysis of social sfcruc
ture It is the sum total of standardised ways of
behaving of lore and technique of belief and
symbolism characteristic of any given society
The Notion ot Boles.
All the world, as Shakespeare said is a state
and this is a key metaphor for social anthropoid
gists Every individual does indeed play many
parts not consecutively but all together for
every social relationship carries with, it the expec
tation of society that the parties to it will behave
in approved ways Father and children, ruler
and subjects buyers and sellers husband and
wife every one of these words is the name of a
t die to be played by the person it describes The
plavmg of roles involves the recofnitioa of claims
and obligations as wen as appropriate modes of
behaviour in personal contacts AH these rules
are called norms when they are concerned with
rights and obligations they are jurat -norms A
social norm 13 what people think ought to happen
unlike a statistical norm it may or may not be
•what happens m the majority of cases
"Kinship aafl. Marriage
In societies of simple technology most roles axe
ascribed that is the parts people wfll play in life
are given them at birth by the tact of their parent
age and of the group in which, this makes them
members In other words the most Important
principal of organisation Is Jeinshw W H, B
Ervers called this the social recognition of bio
logical ties The ties in question can be called
genealogical they all derive from the recognition
of common ancestry Such ties way be fictitious
as when a child is adopted But in the vast
majority of cases the relationships that are recog
nised ore actually biological
 3s<o man can recognise for social purposes all the
individuals -with whom he has a common ancestor
somewhere in the past or even know of their
existence their number increases with every
generation In every society a selection is made
from the whole universe of genealogically related
peroons of certain categories towards which an
individual recognises specific obligations and on
whom he can make "specific claims Such coi
yorate grows of km have a permanent existence
they recruit new members hi each generation in
accordance with recognised rules Kin groups
are concerned largely with the transmission of
property and for this and other purposes they
recognise the common authority of a senior man
they are also religious groups performing together
rituals directed to then common ancestors
The common patrimony of a km group normally
consists in land or livestock in societies of more
advanced technology it may be a boat as in Hong
Kong or even aa in Japan a family business It
may have non material resources too such as the
right to supply chiefs or priests for the society as
a whole this may be put conversely as the right
to hold political or religious office Those who
share a common patrimony have a common
interest m preserving and increasing it Wrongs
done by their members to outsiders are compen
sated from their collective resources and they
have joint responsibility for seeking compensation
if one of their own members is injured particularly
in the case of homicide
Descent
Km groups may be recruited according to a
number of principles A principle widely followed
in small scale societies is that of ttmhneal descent
that is group membership is derived from one
parent only either the father (txAnlmeal or
agnatic) or the mother (matnlmeal) ^Property is
administered by men hi either system but in the
matrilineal system it is inherited from the mother
hence its control passes from a man to the sons of
his sisters In a umlmeal system every individual
recognises kin linked to him through the parent
from whom he does not trace Ins descent this is
the principle of complementer!/ filval&om The
complementary Mn are matnlateral where the
descent rule is patrilineal vatnlateral where it is
matnhneal A unihneal descent group is called
a hneage
Descent can also be traced coanaticaClv that is
all descendants of a common ancestral pair may be
recognised as forming one Tmtdred In such a
system there ia no permanent group patrimony
people inherit a share of the property of both then-
parents and this Is often conferred upon them
when they marry while their parents are still
living Or all the inhabitants of a village may
share rights m its nee fields or nshmg ponds a
man chooses among what kin he will live but he
can have rights in one village only In such a
system there are no continuing groups defined by
descent the permanent group is territorial
consisting in the inhabitants of the village
Mmnage
Kinship status is defined by legitimate birth
and this in its turn by legal marriage. There are
always rules against marriage with specified
categories of kin, though these are not necessarily
near kin Some societies consider that the ideal
marriage is that between the children of* brother
and a sifter if such marriages are repeated
through the generations they create a permanent
itnlf between two lineages Marriage between
members of the same lineage is nearly always
forbidden this is expressed in the term hneage
exogamy The general effect of the prohibitions
is to spread widely through a society the links
created by marriage links that impose an obliga
faon of friendship on groups that -without them
would be mutually hostile
In a matrilineal system women bear children
for their own lineage it is expected that they
should be fathered by a man who has married
their mother according to the approved procedure
but a child s lineage membership is not affected by
the marriage of its mother But In a patrilineal
society wives must be brought from, outside to
bear children for the group Associated with this
fact is the payment of bridewealih -which used to
be mistakenly interpreted as the purchase of wives

